Night Photography
Points to consider

 Basics:
 Right time and place
 Use Apps like Photo Pills or Photographers Ephemeris to plan your shoot

 Equipment
 Tripod – Keep the camera steady for long exposures
 Camera – best camera that you have
 Shutter release cable or learn how to activate the self timer

 Lens – widest angle lens and fastest aperture that you have
 Other Stuff:
 Extra camera batteries and other necessary batteries
 Flashlight

 Warm clothes
 Bug repellent

Shooting Details
 Shooting in manual mode to control exposure and focus.
 It is dark so we need to control the variables:
 Aperture of lens – Open lens up as much as possible
 Shutter Speed – since the earth is moving, we can only keep the shutter open so long
before the stars begin to not be sharp points of light and start to create light trails.
 Somewhat dependent on the camera and lens you are using.
 General rule to get you started is to use the following rule:
 Rule of 500

 Better to use an app to calculate for the best results

 Focus the lens on infinity. It is not always the sharpest as marked on the lens so pick a
very bright star and use live view to manually focus or focus during the day and tape
this mark.
 ISO – depending on the lens aperture available on your lens you will need to adjust
increase the ISO to compensate and allow for proper exposure. This is a balancing act
to allow enough exposure and not introduce too much noise. Some trial and error and
is dependent on the camera. Start at low ISO like 800 and take a test shot, gradually
increase until you get acceptable results

Rule of 500 – General Rule

Shooting Details
 ISO settings for sharp stars explained
 Shooting Scenarios:
 Experiment and practice

 Milky Way:
 You will want sharp star points therefore you will need to adjust the ISO to keep the
shutter speed acceptably short to achieve sharp stars.
 Depending on your camera’s noise profile you may need to crank up the ISO to keep
the shutter speed fast enough to achieve sharp stars.

 Take multiple images and then you can stack these to help reduce the noise.

 Star Trails:
 Looking to have a combination of sharp detail and create the light trail.
 Can use longer exposure than Milky Way exposures, but do not go too long or you will
have issues
 Take numerous shorter exposure shots and then stack them in software app to achieve
complete star trails.

Post Processing
 Critical learning steps to achieve best results
 Noise reduction techniques
 Luminosity masking to adjust lighting and color

 Sharpening
 Stacking techniques:
 Photoshop
 StarstaX – specifically for Star trails
 Sequator - can track stars on multiple images, align stars and stack them so useful for
Milky Way

Planning Your Shot
 Being at the right place at the right time is critical.
 Having something in the foreground makes your image much more
interesting.
 Helpful tools:
 Photographer's Ephemeris
 Photo Pills

Photo Pills
 Extremely useful before you go because it allows you to see what you will get
ahead of time. For example:

Photo Pills
 Let’s look at how this apps works:

